Theorem A. The Genericity Conjecture is false.
The proof is based upon the fact that every real generic over L obeys a certain de nability property, expressed as follows.
Fact. If We rst prove the Fact stated in the introduction. Lemma 1. Suppose R ! is generic over L. Then for some L-amenable class A, SathL; Ai is not de nable over hL R]; Ai with parameters. Proof. Let R 2 L G] where G P is generic for hL; Pi-de nable dense classes and P is L-amenable as in (a), (b) of the de nition of generic extension. Let A = P and suppose that SathL; Pi were de nable over hL R]; Pi with parameters. But the Truth Lemma holds for G; P for formulas mentioning G; P : hL G]; G; Pi (G; P) i 9p 2 G(p (G; P)), using the fact that in P for 0 sentences is de nable over hL; Pi and the genericity of G. So SathL G]; G; Pi is de nable over hL G]; G; SathL; Pii, since is de nable over hL; SathL; Pii for arbitrary rst-order sentences. Since SathL; Pi is de nable over hL G]; G; Pi we get the de nability of satisfaction for the latter structure over itself. This contradicts a well-known result of Tarski. any operator from L-amenable classes to L-amenable classes that is \reasonable" is codable by a real. We discuss this further at the end of this section.) R will generically code a class f which is generic for a forcing of size 1 + = least \L-cardinal" greater than 1. Since this sounds like nonsense we suggest that the reader think of 1 as some uncountable cardinal of V and then 1 + denotes (1 + ) L . Thus we will de ne a constructible set forcing P 1 L 1 + for adding a generic f 1 r i ( ) for 2 X r i \ . For limit let p be the greatest lower bound to hp i ji < i.
Finally let q = p .
Let j j consist of all d i in the above construction that belong to j , for j < . The claim we must establish is that each j is predense below q. Here's the proof: supposeand let r q; r extending some element of j . Choose i < so that ( i ; (X i ; D i ; f i )) = ( j ; (X r \ ; D r \ Seq ; f r D r \ Seq )). Clearly at stage i + 1, it was possible to nd r i ; d i as searched for in the construction. It su ces to argue that r i ; q are compatible. Now (r i ) is extended by (p i+1 ) and hence by (r) . And (r i ) is extended by (r) , except possibly that F r i ( ) may fail to be a subset of F r ( ) for 2 X r \ . And note that the extension (r i ) (r) obeys all restraint imposed by F r i ( ) for 2 X r \ since we included F r i ( ) in F p i+1 ( ). Thus r i and q are both extended by r, provided we only enlarge F r ( ) for 2 X r \ to include F r i ( ), a
For future reference we state:
Corollary 6.1. Suppose < 1 is regular and P 1 is predense. Let P 1 = f(p) jp 2 P 1 g; P 1; = fp 2 P 1 jX p and Range (f p ) g with the notion of extension de ned as for P 1 . Then for any q 2 P 1 there is q 0 q such that q 0 = fr 2 P 1; jr q 0 meets ; F r ( ) F q 0 ( ) for all 2 X r g is predense on P 1; . Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 6, successively extend q (after guaranteeing 2 X q ) in steps to q 0 so that for any (X; D; f) if r q 00 meets for some q 00 q 0 , some r such that (X r ; D r ; f r ) = (X; D; f) then r q 0 meets for some such r, where F r ( ) F q 0 ( ) for all 2 X r . Now note that if r 0 2 P 1; then r 0 q 0 has an extension meeting so there is r 1 such that (X r 1 ; D r 1 ; f r 1 ) = (X r 0 ; D r 0 ; f r 0 ) and r 1 is greater than or equal to j k since otherwise (S) belongs to L j k and hence S belongs to L i k . Thus C (S) C k for some < j since C k is an element of L j k . But the least such is de nable from elements of i (Silver Indiscernibles j), so must be less than i. Also note that the L-co nality of j k is equal to j : Consider M =transitive collapse of 1 Skolem hull of j + 1 f`1 : : :`kg. There is a partial 1 (M) function from a subset of j onto j k , all of whose restrictions to ordinals < j have range bounded in j k . (This is why we are using 1 Skolem hulls rather than full ! Skolem hulls.) Thus the L-co nalities of j k and j are the same, namely j.
Thus we may conclude the following: The set f (S)jS i; S 2 L i k g 2 L j k (since it is a constructible bounded subset of L j k ) and if S i, S 2 L ? L i k then C (S) is disjoint from (i; k ), where k = least element of C k greater than i.
Now we see how to build G j i . We describe an !-sequence p 0 p 1 : : : of conditions in P j i and take G j i = fp 2 P j i jp k p for some kg. Let h k jk 2 !i be a list of all constructible dense sets on P j i so that for all k, k belongs to the 1 Skolem hull in L of i fi; j;`1 : : :`k +1 g. This is possible since any constructible dense set on P j i belongs to L j ++ and hence to the 1 Skolem hull in L of i fi; j;`1 : : :`kg for some k. We Q(p) which is predense on P j;i . Given such a , let P i be de ned by = fr 2 P i j ij (r) = q for some q meeting g. Note that is constructible because it equals fr 2 P i jr = ?1 ij ( q) for some q meeting g and has L-cardinality i. We claim that P i is predense on P i . Indeed, if r 2 P i then ij (r) 2 P j;i and therefore can be extended to some q meeting . As q = ij (t) for some t r we have shown that r can be extended into . By the P i -genericity of G i , choose r 2 \ G i . Then ij (r) = q where q meets ; clearly q 2 ij G i ]. a Lemma 9. Let i 1 < i 2 < : : : denote the rst !-many Silver indiscernibles and i ! their supremum. Then there exist hG i n jn 1i such that G i n is P i n -generic over L and whenever : L ?! L is elementary, (i ! ) = i ! we have p 2 G i n ! (p) 2 G (i n ) .
Proof. Note that any as in the statement of the lemma restricts to an increasing map from fi n jn 1g to itself, so G (i n ) makes sense. We de ne G i n by induction on n 1.
i 1 as in Lemma 7 and use Lemma 8 to de ne G i 2 from G i 2 i 1 ; G i 1 . Now suppose that G i n has de ned, n 2. Then de ne G i n+1 i n to be fp 2 P i n+1 i n j i 1 i n (q) p for some q 2 G i 2 i 1 g where i 1 i n (i m ) = i m+n?1 for m < !; i 1 i n (j) = j for j 2 I ? i ! . Then G i n+1 i n is P i n+1 i n -generic, using the i 1 -closure of P i 2 i 1 and the fact that the collection of constructible dense subsets of P i n+1 i n is the countable union of sets of the form i 1 i n (A); A of L-cardinality i 1 . Moreover G i n+1 i n obeys the condition of Lemma 7 since G i 2 i 1 does and i 1 i n is elementary. Now de ne G i n+1 from G i n+1 i n , G i n using Lemma 8.
To verify p 2 G i n ! (p) 2 G (i n ) , note that this depends only on L i`f or some`< ! and any such map is the nite composition of maps of the form m , where m (i n ) = i n+1 for n m, m (i n ) = i n for 1 n < m. So we need only verify that for each m; n; p 2 G i n ! m (p) 2 G m (i n ) . This is trivial unless m n as m > n ?! m (p) = p for p 2 G i n = G m (i n ) . Finally we prove the statement by induction on n m. If n = m then it follows from the fact that G i n+1 was de ned from G i n+1 i n , G i n so as to obey the conclusion of Lemma 8. Suppose it holds for n m and we wish to demonstrate the property for n+1. But )jt a Skolem term, t n-ary, j 1 < < j n in Ig. Now de ne t(j 1 : : : j n ) 2 G i i t( (j 1 ) : : : (j n )) 2 G (i) where is the unique order-preserving map from fi; j 1 : : : j n g onto an initial segment of I. (G i for i < i w is de ned in Lemma 9.) We verify that this is well-de ned: if t 1 (j 1 : : : j n ) = t 2 (k 1 : : : k m ) then let be the unique order-preserving map from fi; j 1 : : : j n ; k 1 : : : k m g onto an initial segment of I. Then t 1 ( (j 1 ) : : : (j n )) = t 2 ( (k 1 ) : : : (k m )). But t 1 ( (j 1 ) : : : (j n )) 2 G (i) i t 1 ( 1 (j 1 ) : : : 1 (j n )) 2 G 1 (i) where 1 is the unique orderpreserving map from fi; j 1 : : : j n g onto an initial segment of I, using Lemma 9. The analogous statement holds for t 2 , so our de nition is well-de ned. The property p 2 De nition. Suppose i < j belong to I and F i is a counstructible function from P L (i) to itself. Then F j i : P L (j) ?! P L (j) is de ned as follows: Write F i = t( ; i;k) where t is a Skolem term for L, < i andk are Silver indiscernibles greater than j. Then F j i = t( ; j;k). Also de ne F 1 i : L-amenable classes = P L (1) ?! P L (1) as follows: Given an L-amenable A choose t and so that for all j 2 I greater than , A \ j = t( ; j;k) wherẽ k are Silver indiscernibles greater than j. Then 
